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New investigations concerning the influence of pseudo-random number 
generators on the results of traffic simulations are presented in 
this paper. These have been achieved by regarding the lattice struc
ture of such generators. Furthermore a method is discussed in detail 
which allows to detect a possibly occuring overcharge of the used 
generator with respect to a particular simulation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For the reproduction of particular stochastic processes, in all simulations 
random number generators are necessary which should produce random numbers 
according to an intended distribution. In simulations on digi tal computers, 
programmed random number generators are mainly used. They produce numbers by 
means of mathematical algorithms. Exceeding the specific limits of a generator 
can influence the simulation results to a great extend by systematic errors. 
Recently published results ([1],[2]) have demonstrated how quality parameters 
of linear congruential generators can be found which take specific applications 
into account. These results were obtained with the aid of the mathematical 
lattice structure of such generators. 

This very successful approach is continued in this paper. All present 
investigations are also based on the lattice structure. In the next section the 
used algorithms, the lattice structure of the corresponding random number 
gen~rators and .the several application-oriented quality parameters are summa
rized. Section 3 investigates the influence of random number generators on the 
simulation results in typical applications. In particular, for Monte-Carlo 
simulations the observed generator-depending change of the assumed probability 
densities in a given state diagram is considered. The structure, effects and 
expenditure of a control mechanism for implementation in a simulation program 
are discussed -in section 4. The conclusion in section 5 completes the paper. 

2. CYCLIC RANDOM NUMBER GENERATORS AND THEIR QUALITY PARAMETERS 

Linear congruential algorithms be considered which produce recursive numbers 
dependend from r predecessors 

r 

Yk - L ai·Yk-l + b 
i-I 

mod m . (1) 

Widely used are llandom Number Generators (RNGs) which only require the last 
number Yk-l for calculating of a new Yk' with a power of 2 as the modulus m 

(2) 
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This kind of generator which is assumed in the sequel has enormous advantages: 
short calculation time and easy implementation (especially on digital compu
ters). By number-theoretical considerations the cycle length for arbitrary 
values of a can be calculated directly. This holds true even for access on each 
2nd. 3rd. jth number. Table 1 gives cycle lengths for some often used variants. 
In practice the numbers are normalized onto an interval (0.1[. 

The properties of the generators essentially depend on the choice of a, band 
e. In several publications ([3],[4],[5],[6]) certain values were recommended to 
obtain an optimal generator for arbitrary applications. But the used proofs of 
properties by means of statistical tests only investigate partial sequences of 
the numbers and assume special applications. Simulations rarely meet these spe
cific conditions and therefore these test results are meaningless, which 
disproves the existence of optimal generators for arbitrary applications. 

In a more application-oriented approach [2] the demands on RNGs were defined in 
a general sense as follows: 

• For a RNG which produces uniformly distributed random numbers, Random Events 
(REs) can be obtained by dividing the number range· [0,1) into intervals of 
equal length and relating a RE to each interval. These REs have to be inde
pendent even as pairs, triplets •.. , n-tupels and for access distances j > 1 
on the generator. 

The maximum number of independent n-dimensional REs of an ideal generator is 
given by 

REmax - nJ~ycle length (3) 

This value would be achieved for uniform distribution in [O,l)n. By an investi
gation of the mathematical lattice structure a method was developed ([2]) for 
the calculation of the maximum number of independent REs of a real generator 
under certain conditions for the values n, j. 

The method first determines a so-called "Minkowski-reduced" vectorial basis 

(4) 

containing the shortest vectors in the lattice. Table 1 gives informations on 
the number of n-tupels which build up the lattice. The results hold true for 
the case that only one new RN is considered for each n-tupel {overlapping). 
Here the more realistic application (n numbers are calculated for each new n
tupel - not overlapping) has been observed. The result is, that the number of 
n-tupels depends on the dimension n in case of not-overlapping access (Tab. 1, 
col. 3) [7]. 

number of n-tupels in lattice 
a, b cycle 

length overlapping not overlapping access 
access n -: 2 n - 4 n - 3,5 

a mod 8 - 3, b - 0 2e - 2 2e - 3 2e - 3 2e -4 2e - 3 

a mod 8 - 5, b - 0 2e - 2 2e - 2 2e - 3 2e -4 2e -2 
a mod 8 - 3, b mod 2 - 1 2e -1 2e - 2 2e -2 2e - 3 2e -2 
a mod 8 - 5, b mod 2 - 1 2e 2e 2e - 1 2e - 2 2e 

Tab. 1: Single recursive generators, m - 2e 
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If the cycle length · and n do have a common divisor d ~ 1. the number of n-tu
pe1s is reduced by the factor d. Two effects can occur: Either complete hyper
planes (defined by 11' ..• In-I) disappear or the density of n-tupels in each 
hyperplane decreases. 

With the reduced basis according to eq. (4) the equation 

det (11,12, .. , In) 
lk -

det (_11' 12 , 1 -e ) .. , an-I' k 
k - l .. n (5) 

in any case gives the distances between the interconnections of hyperplanes 
with the n axes of the n-dimensional space [2]. The maximum number of classes 
mnoc (really existing REs) can be calculated as 

mnoc(n) - m - lkmin- l 2e _ 1 -1 
kmin (6) 

For a given generator this value represents a maximum limit for the number of 
independent REs. It has been evaluated in [2] for intervals of equal size. In
dependence is fulfilled if 

interval size - k - (mnoc(n»-l k - 1, 2, .. (7) 

3. INFLUENCE ON SIMULATION RESULTS 

As mentioned in the previous section, independence is only fulfilled under the 
condition (7) because the n-tupels are not distributed uniformly in the n
dimensional space for n > 1. Now cases in which the interval sizes differ from 
each other and do not accord to (7) be investigated. A simple solution would be 
to increase the cycle length (i.e. the modulus m) so that mnoc(n) becomes large 
enough. Then all intervals may be assumed to be multiples from l/mnoc(n). But 
this would lead to slow RN-calculation for large numbers. 
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Fig. 1: Relative errors caused by the lattice structure 

The basic problem is illustrated in fig. 1. The number of RN-p'airs in the 
shaded areas in relation to all pairs differs from the relation x2/l of these 
areas. The resulting relative error oscillates in a wide range and disappears 
for x-k-l/mnoc(2). 

In Monte-Carlo simulations the interval structure represents the probability 
densities in the simulation model and so these densities variate from the 
proposed values. depending on the interval sizes. The distribution of pairs in 
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the 2-dimensional plane and the resulting dependencies between two consecutive 
REs are investigated. In the further considerations the discrete structure of 
pairs is approximated by continuous lines (or hyperplanes, respectively) [7]. 

State 0 

A3 
..--t---t--+-..... 

A2 
t---t---t--t---t 

X1 

X* 
O~~~~~~ .. 

State 1 
'A* 3 

State 2 

Fig. 2: Rectangles in the RN-plane relevant for errors 

By means of the simple simulation problem indicated in fig. 2 the principle 
procedure for the calculation of simulation errors is explained. The system 
comprises 3 states with the probability densities ~0'~1'~2'~3 for transitions. 
For each state fig. 2 shows which areas of the RN-plane are relevant for 
transitions. Each shaded rectangle represents a product (area) of Ai -Aj . The 
probability of RE(Aj) as a successor of RE(Ai) is defined as 

p(RE(Aj)IRE(Ai» - p(RE(Aj» - p(RE(~i» / p(RE(Ai» (8) 

Applied to the really existing area-sizes this means 

p(RE(A·)IRE(A.» - A.-A. / A.-I J 1 J 1 1 
(9) 

i.e. the relation between rectangle areas ~j-Ai and ~i-l. With a calculation 
of the partial lengths of the lattice lines in the certain areas and the 
assumption of a correct RE for ~i in each pair, the simulated probability 
density ~j* is obtained as 

~j* - partial length in ~j-~i / partial length in ~i-l . (10) 

This first approach can easily be generalized (fig. 3). 

Relevant areas: 

. . .. 0. ... qlk - qkp 
qlk - qkm . f'k qlk - qkn 

:~:~ qmk - qkp 

··e····0.···· qmk - qkm 
qmk - qkn . "--- .....---- qpk - qkp 

qkm :} qpk 

0 qkn 
qpk - qkm 
qpk - qkn 
q., . ,.k - qkp 
q., . ,.k - qkm 
q., . ,.k - qkn 

Fig. 3: General state diagram 
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Fig. 4 .: Simulation results for n-2 

For an arbitrary state k with transitions qi i the relevant areas in the 2-di
mensional RN-plane can be found by the followIng rule: . 
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• For an analysis of simulation errors in a certain state k. the common areas 
are to be regarded which are corresponding to the probability densities of 
all transitions in the previous event resulting in the state k (reach or not 
change it). and those of the current event which change the state k. 

Fig. 3 contains a list of the relevant combinations of transitions for a states 
'* k. The deviation in probability densities qk for a certain area can be 

calculated in analogy to (10) .. 

part. length in area q .. ~k, •. • qk .. 

part. length ,in area q .. ~k, .. • L qij 
(11) 

The calculation of the length of lines is possible with the aid of the reduced 
basis of the lattice. Applying the shortest of the two vektors of (4), i.e. 11 , 
the - following general equation can be derived [7] which describes the position 
of the hyperplanes. 

(12) 

In practice it may take a lot of time to calculate the expected errors in the 
way which has just been described. In many cases an approximation will be suf
ficient. From the characeristics of the lattice structure a maximum error emax 
corresponding to an interval length x can be derived as follows [7] 

mnoc(2)-1 • (x- l - 1) (13) 

Equation ' (13) can be used to find a minimum interval length x for a given 
maximum error emax : 

x > (mnoc(2) • emax + 1 )-1 (14) 

Fig. 4 results of an application of this method in the simple simulation prob
lem according to fig. 2. As shown in fig. 4, the expected simulation errors 
(----)are in good accordance with the results of the simulation (0). The 
generator in this program has been chosen extremly bad (mnoc(2)-S) for 
producing relatively large errors. 

In case of time-true simulation, errors of simulation results can also occur 
which are due to the particular properties of RNGs as described above, even 
though in this case there is no interval structure. E.g. important (concerning 
the problem of non-uniform distribution in the n-dimensional space) are appli
cations in which n consecutive RNs are combined under certain conditions. With 
the aid of the methods described above, such errors of simulations can also be 
investigated in case of time-true simulation. Details of such investigations 
are, however, beyond the scope of this paper. 

4. A CONTROL MECHANISM FOR SIMULATION PROGRAMS 

As explained in detail in the last sections the reliability and accuracy of 
simulation results depends on' the way the RNG is used. For that reason it seems 
to be useful to have an opportunity of controlling the use of a generator con
cerning the access distances j. interval sizes and the required dimensions n of 
independence. In the following a possible solution is described. 

Due to the complexity of usual simulation programs it is not possible to detect 
which requirements the RNG has to fulfill. The conditions can change in large 
ranges depending on conditional branches in the program structure. Moreover the 
branches may depend on random decisions which can possibly also be influenced 
by the RNG. 
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As a consequence the generator should be observed in the simulation program 
itself by implementing a control mechanism as shown schematically in fig. 5. 

RE .. 
Random RN 

control 
interval simulation division 

Number mecha-
Generator nism - reference point program 

signalling 

~ protocol 

Fig. 5: Control mechanism for RNG-access 

The existing software, usually the user-written simulation program or simula
tion package and the random number generator, is extended by a new module. This 
module realizes the desired control mechanism and acts as an interface between 
the simulation program and the generator. The RNG itself remains unchanged and 
should be based on one of the algorithms (2) (other generators with unknown 
properties should be replaced). 

The functions of the control mechanism in detail are: 

• Submitting REs (or transformed RNs of non-uniform distribution in case of 
time-true simulation) to the simulation program after reception of informa
tion concerning the required interval sizes (or RN-distributions) from the 
program. 

• Protocolling the occured access distances, interval sizes, discrepances from 
the proposed dimensions n for independent n-tupels for each access distance 
and possibly further data. The protocol data have to be saved for later 
analysis. 

• Receiving reference point information which enables the control mechanism to 
recognize arbitrary access distances. 

The access of the simulation program to the RNG is replaced here by an access 
to the control mechanism which provides the required random information. After 
the simulation program has finished the user is able to compare the protocol 
data with the characteristics of the generator, e.g. in a table (Tab. 2). The 
influence of the RNG can then be estimated (as stated in section 3) and an 
overcharge of the generator and incorrect simulation results can be detected. 

Random Number Generator: Yk - 4323539 • Y + 1 mod 232 
k-l 

access maximum number of classes (REs) mnoc(n) 
distance j mnoc(2) mnoc(3) mnoc(4) mnoc(5) 

I 7184 659 68 44 
2 15737 957 133 48 
3 28840 688 112 33 
4 '65367 1249 178 66 
5 3 3 3 3 
6 28736 1197 114 45 

REmax 65536 1625 256 84 

Tab. 2: ,'RNG with extremly low numbers of usable REs at certain access distances 
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Table 2 is taken from a catalogue [8] which will soon be published providing 
single recursive RNGs and their characteristics for different values of cycle 
lengths, j, and n. The re suI ts are, that nearly all generators show more or 
less large variations of mnoc(n) as a function of j. The table demonstrates ' the 
bad behavior of a generator at certain access distances. In this case occur
rence of e. g. j-S would lead to simulation errors which could, however, be 
detected by the control mechanism. 

Caused by a transfer of the number transformation and calculation of REs from 
the simulation program to the filter the production time of random information 
is not increased. The protocol function which mainly manages several access 
counters only needs a minim~ account of time compared to the calculation time 
for the RN itself. 

Such a control mechanism has shown to be very effective and successful in many 
investigated examples. Further details cannot be stated here and will be 
published separately [9]. 

,..J 
( 

S. CONCLUSION \ 
I 

I 
The presented methods and results give users support and new methods for obser-
ving the influence of programmed random number generators in various simulation 
problems. E.g . , for Monte-Carlo simulations the effects of improper generators 
have been demonstrated. As can be seen, the simulation errors caused by over
charged RNG~ can be prevented by installation of a control mechanism watching 
the access to the RNG. This helps to obtain more reliable simulation results. 
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